Congratulations to the 2020-2021 Faculty Association Scholarship Recipients

IMPORTANT MESSAGE

A NEAR FROM THE PRESIDENT

The LSU Interim President Thomas C. Galligan Jr. will always be—our highest priority at LSU. The safety, well-being and education of your loved one is—and will always be—our highest priority at LSU. As we continue to navigate the changing landscape, LSU is working diligently to ensure the Tiger Twelve Class of 2020 receive a memorable Newsletter... read more

SUCCESS SUNDAY NEWSLETTER

LSU Parent & Family Programs hopes you have enjoyed reading the April Email Update and U.S. Census 2020: University Recreation: working diligently to ensure the Tiger Twelve Class of 2020 receive a memorable newsletter University College - Center for Freshman Year: LSU Student Health Center: more for our students. We are adapting the typical way we provide care to ensure your Tigers LSU Office of Diversity: can support students by giving to emergency, scholarship, and excellence funds. Learn LSU Giving Day: LSU Food Pantry: Disability Services: Center has compiled these resources Coping during COVID-19: Campus Life: Bursar Operations: Academic Programs Abroad is dedicated to providing the best service to our students under normal operations. New realities require new approaches. We have closed our LSU Interim President Thomas C. Galligan Jr. will always be—our highest priority at LSU. The safety, well-being and education of your loved one is—and will always be—our highest priority at LSU. As we continue to navigate the changing landscape, LSU is working diligently to ensure the Tiger Twelve Class of 2020 receive a memorable Newsletter... read more LSU Discover has some great news to share with your Tigers: Discover Day All CAS services, including Academic Coaching, tutoring, and Supplemental Helpful tips for transitioning to remote learning LSU Onlione...read more...read more

CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS

- The Tiger Twelve Class of 2020’s ceremony is canceled; however, Tiger LSU Interim President Thomas C. Galligan Jr. will always be—our highest priority at LSU. The safety, well-being and education of your loved one is—and will always be—our highest priority at LSU. As we continue to navigate the changing landscape, LSU is working diligently to ensure the Tiger Twelve Class of 2020 receive a memorable Newsletter... read more LSU Discover has some great news to share with your Tigers: Discover Day All CAS services, including Academic Coaching, tutoring, and Supplemental Helpful tips for transitioning to remote learning LSU Onlione...read more...read more

- The U.S. Census is happening now. Be LSU Interim President Thomas C. Galligan Jr. will always be—our highest priority at LSU. The safety, well-being and education of your loved one is—and will always be—our highest priority at LSU. As we continue to navigate the changing landscape, LSU is working diligently to ensure the Tiger Twelve Class of 2020 receive a memorable Newsletter... read more LSU Discover has some great news to share with your Tigers: Discover Day All CAS services, including Academic Coaching, tutoring, and Supplemental Helpful tips for transitioning to remote learning LSU Onlione...read more...read more

- During these unique times, we are all looking for ways to stay LSU Interim President Thomas C. Galligan Jr. will always be—our highest priority at LSU. The safety, well-being and education of your loved one is—and will always be—our highest priority at LSU. As we continue to navigate the changing landscape, LSU is working diligently to ensure the Tiger Twelve Class of 2020 receive a memorable Newsletter... read more LSU Discover has some great news to share with your Tigers: Discover Day All CAS services, including Academic Coaching, tutoring, and Supplemental Helpful tips for transitioning to remote learning LSU Onlione...read more...read more

SUPPORT OUR STUDENTS

- In response to COVID-19, the LSU Food Pantry has temporarily shut LSU Interim President Thomas C. Galligan Jr. will always be—our highest priority at LSU. The safety, well-being and education of your loved one is—and will always be—our highest priority at LSU. As we continue to navigate the changing landscape, LSU is working diligently to ensure the Tiger Twelve Class of 2020 receive a memorable Newsletter... read more LSU Discover has some great news to share with your Tigers: Discover Day All CAS services, including Academic Coaching, tutoring, and Supplemental Helpful tips for transitioning to remote learning LSU Onlione...read more...read more

FOR OUR STUDENTS...

- LSU has prepared support resources to help LSU students and faculty transition to LSU Interim President Thomas C. Galligan Jr. will always be—our highest priority at LSU. The safety, well-being and education of your loved one is—and will always be—our highest priority at LSU. As we continue to navigate the changing landscape, LSU is working diligently to ensure the Tiger Twelve Class of 2020 receive a memorable Newsletter... read more LSU Discover has some great news to share with your Tigers: Discover Day All CAS services, including Academic Coaching, tutoring, and Supplemental Helpful tips for transitioning to remote learning LSU Onlione...read more...read more